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Desert Formations
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Sand dunes
How they are formed:

Rock pillars 
How they are formed:

Mushroom rocks
How they are formed:
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Rock bridges
How they are formed:

Mesas
How they are formed:

Salt basins
How they are formed:

Natural arches
How they are formed:
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These are sand dunes in the Sahara Desert. 

These are sand dunes in the Namib Desert. 

These limestone pillars are in the desert of W
estern Australia. 

This is a natural rock bridge in the desert of Utah, USA. 
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This picture shows two natural arches. 

M
esas are flat-topped mountains formed when the surrounding 

landscape is eroded.

Can you see the mushroom rock in this picture? 

This is a mushroom rock in the desert of Israel. 
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The salt in salt basins is collected and sold around the world. 

Salt basins form when water evaporates and leaves the salt behind. 

Natural rock pillars in the Sahara desert. 

Erosion has revealed the layers of different rock in the Painted Desert. 
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Create a presentation 
about desert formations. 

You will need to include text and images in 
your presentation, and you can include 

diagrams, maps and anything else you feel 
appropriate.  

Include each of these desert formations 
and describe them in as much detail as you 
can: 

★ sand dunes ★ natural arches

★ rock bridges ★ salt basins

★ mushroom rocks ★ mesas

★ rock pillars

Good luck!
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